
SCENARIO FOR AN EROTIC 

ROLE-PLAYING GAME

WITH NUN OUTFIT
 



Setting:

Characters:

Welcome to "The Silent Nun's Secret Yearning," an immersive role-playing 
game that explores the boundaries of temptation and desire. In this tantalizing 
adventure, you'll step into the shoes of two characters: a reclusive nun and a 
charismatic stranger, as they navigate a forbidden attraction that defies their 
beliefs. Throughout four captivating scenes, you'll witness their journey from an 
unexpected encounter to the unveiling of their deepest desires. As the story 
unfolds, you'll delve into sensuality, human nature, and the complexities of 
forbidden passion, all while maintaining respect, consent, and communication. 
 

A hotel room with dim lighting, a large bed, and a chair. The characters will 
need glasses, a bottle of red wine, the Kama Sutra, the Bible, and a silk 
blindfold as props. If desired, add a flogger and candles for safe wax play. 
 

Nun:  A gentle, sensitive, modest young woman dressed in a baed stories 
outfit – reserved and demure on the outside, she feels a storm of 
emotions within and secretly seeks opportunities to set them free.



Sinner: A confident, self-assured mysterious stranger who knows how to 
handle women and is accustomed to capturing their attention by any 
means necessary.
  



An Unexpected 
Encounter
The scene unfolds in a dimly lit room where the nun peacefully kneels in the 
corner, praying. 


A charismatic traveler in an elegant suit enters the room without knocking. 
Startled, the nun, dressed in an erotic baed stories outfit, asks who he is. He 
explains that he has mistaken the room numbers and jokes that her door must 
have been left open just for him. The nun, accustomed to a reclusive lifestyle, 
can't resist her curiosity, especially since the mysterious man appears to be an 
engaging conversationalist. Thus, her temptation begins: she allows the 
stranger into her room, even though it's strictly prohibited. She becomes aware 
of this, which stirs a slight tension within her. The sinner, drawn to her innocent 
and modest presence, is captivated by her tranquility, and feelings of curiosity 
and desire start to grow. He suggests getting to know each other, and she, 
hesitating a bit, invites him to sit in the chair.
 

scene 1:



The Path 

             to Sin
The sinner, using his charm and charisma, initiates a conversation with the nun, 
secretly hoping to spark her interest in him. Intrigued by the stranger's vibrant 
personality, the nun can't deny herself a little social interaction. After all, she's 
young, beautiful, and deprived of companionship, especially with men. She 
pushes away her feelings of attraction but can't help wanting to get to know 
him better. They sit close together, maintaining unbroken eye contact. 
Gradually, their dialogue transforms into a dance of mutual fascination as they 
delve into topics that challenge the nun's convictions and awaken her curiosity 
about physical pleasures. The sinner is captivated by her beauty and doesn't 
hesitate to express it. 


Discussing one by one the things he finds sensual about her, the sinner stirs up 
inner resistance in the nun, intensifying her desire even further. He pours wine 
into their glasses and offers her a refreshing drink. She hesitates but eventually 
accepts, sinking deeper into the seductive web of sin.
 

scene 2:

scene 3:

Forbidden 

Desires 
 
As the sinner notices the Bible in the nun's hands, he boldly suggests another 
instructive book that starkly contrasts with her devout way of life – the Kama 
Sutra. Intrigued and captivated, the nun realizes her attraction to the 
exploration of sensuality and pleasure, despite her usual devotion to faith. The 
characters delve into the illustrations, sharing their fantasies and desires, 
choosing positions and scenarios that arouse their deepest passions. 


They engage in conversations about sensuality, love, and the complexity of 
human nature, gradually drawing closer, in defiance of the nun's strict life 
principles. This scene emphasizes the intellectual and emotional connection 
between the characters as they challenge their beliefs and embark on a journey 
of self-discovery together, exploring the forbidden desires that awaken within 
them.
 



Unveiling 

      Desires

The end of the role-playing game, but the beginning of new possibilities and 
deeper understanding of each other in a world of passion and discoveries.



Make your wildest dreams come true with bæd stories!
 

The nun, wrestling with her own conflicting emotions, begins to open up to the 
sinner about her longing for male attention and the allure of the outside world. In 
a moment of vulnerability, they explore their shared fantasies and the forbidden 
desire that brought them together. The sinner takes the first step towards 
physical contact, gently caressing the nun's neck and touching her body. She 
hesitates and says it's wrong and that she can't do it, but the sinner suggests a 
way to explore their sensuality while preserving the nun's modesty. He blindfolds 
her with a silk scarf and continues to guide her on the path to pleasure. 


The characters can incorporate special candles for safe BDSM wax play, leaving 
no burns on the skin. Additionally, the sinner may require a flogger or another 
soft implement to playfully discipline the nun for her resistance to their desires. 


Remember that open consent, communication, and respect for personal 
boundaries are crucial in any role-play scenario. Explore each other, uncover 
your own desires, and deepen your connection with your partner – and baed 
stories supports you on this journey.
 

scene 4:


